
An undiscerning residency is not good for your work’s health.

Artists becoming art civil servants, cultural preachers, and art/cultural educators in 
artist-in-residency programs run by national institutions are often criticized and questioned 
as well as those who wonder around residency programs like a residency refugee. 

The political background of residency programs such as regeneration of empty/abandoned 
spaces and improvement of community’s living conditions have been less important for 
Barim, rather we have focused on artists’ works and their  artistic careers. This humble, yet 
artist centered (selfish) program celebrates its 3rd year. Observing unshrinking number of 
residency programs in the world, in Korea, and in local regions of Korea, previous artists 
have thrown some important questions like what does residency do, what is it for, is it a 
kind of qualification, or is it rather poisonous for artists, and more. At the same time, in this 
current era where professional artists barely make a living, must find a secondary job, have 
difficulties working with various curators in different cultures, easily fail in receiving grants, 
and go through difficult process of calculation-receipt-signature chores with grants, a 
residency program which offers spaces and supports seems like this system is still 
functioning in a way. It could be an opportunity, but it might be a hallucination which looks 
like an opportunity.

In this sense, the physical fact that Barim used to be Goshiwon is not important anymore. 
Rather it sounds more valid to concern what future Barim can do as a residency space. The 
poster design also represents distorted Goshiwon space, former Goshiwon which does not 
look like Goshiwon anymore, so to speak, de-Goshiwon-ized Barim.

We invited 4 artists from April to May for 2 months. Those are the artists who seem like they 
can suggest a fresh direction for Barim, approach to contemporary art beyond genres and 
regions, and smartly take an advantage of this hallucination, or opportunity. And finally this 
is the result.

Still, an undiscerning residency is not good for your work’s health. Then what is undiscerning 
residency? Was this residency undiscerning? Or was it discerning? Indirect answers of these 
questions will be answered in this exhibition from May 28.
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